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Answer the following questions. 

 

Q1.What is the meaning of zakat ? and  explain its objectives  

Q2.Write prime categories of prayers and what is the difference between nafl and wajib prayer? 

Q3.  write any five signs of  before the day of judgememnt. 

Q4.what is hajj and explain benefits of hajj. 

Q5, what is tawhid and prophethood in islam? 
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QN(1) 



Ans.  Meaning of zakat 

. Zakat literally means to be'' clear,to grow, to increase'' it comes from 

the root letter za,kaf,ya, which has several meaning  

➢ To be clean 

➢ To pay the obligatory Charity 

➢ To be pure, innocent 

➢ To be better in purity 

➢ And To be prize oneself , to justify  

. It has been used in Quran to mean all of these things .it can also 

be considered a form of sadqha  given to the  poor. 

  

Objective of zakat 

1. Love of wealth Is an inneat humman tendency ,and does 

whatever he passible to acquire it. It is for this reason that 

Islam requires him to pay zakat to purify heart from 

selfishness and gread, as the Quran states. ‘’ take zakat from 

their wealt to purify and Clean them. 
2. Paying zakat nurturs feeling of affection and harmony and 

fosters community cohesion. Because people generally have 

a deposition to like those who do them a good turn , member 

of the Muslim society become so close  kinit that they 

resmbles brick of a building, supporting one another. 
3. Paying zakat is a vivid expressions of true worship and total 

submission to Allah. When the wealthy pay zakat they 

actually obey Allah commonds, recognising that all 

prosperity come from Allah faver and grace..etc 
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Ans.  Prime categories of prayers 
. Fard prayers.  Fard prayers are compulsory for Muslim 

.wajib prayers. This is obligatory prayer 

. Sunnah prayers. It was the parctice of the Holy prophet 

. Nafl prayers. Nafl prayers are optional or involuntary prayers 

 

 

. Deference between nafl and wajib 

prayers  

. ‘Fard’means a rule which must be obeyed or the most essintial. Rule 

and regulations of Islamic sharih which are proved as mandatory and 

inviolable by irrefutable proof from the Holy Quran and Sunnah.(fund in 

all major book of Hadith) are called fard. A fard can not be violated in 

any situation .if denied, Faith (Iman) will be Lost and if rejected , one 

become kafir ( disbeliver) . Fard are two type. 1. Fard Ain. 2. Fard kifya.  

. Wajib according to the Islamic shariah, position of wajib duties is 

next to fard. This  is obligatory prayer. This are almost like fards. If one 

denies Denis or  reject wajib , he doesn’t become a kafir. But he is 

committing a big sin. For instance , salah of two Eid occasion and witr 

salah 
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Ans. Sign before of the day of jadumment. 

. Dress of men and women. 



. ‘ women would dress like men ' and we already see them today with 

trousers, jocket and perhaps , a tie, and women would be dressed and yet 

be naked , and this prophecy, also ,is now fulfilled when women Walk in 

public dressd, yet naked , as they do today. 

. Women would arrange their hair to look like the hump of a camel and 

this sign was already occur, we see it everyday. 

Homosexuality and lesbianism. 

. Homosexuality and lesbianism would become common place ,and that 

is now happing before our Very eyes. 

Social accpetence and legal protection. 

. For this abominable sexual perversion is gaining ground. 

Fornication and adultery 

. Marriage itself now seems destinad to become obsolete 

Fornication and adultery would become commonplace, that , also appear 

to have already been fullfild in a modern world. 

Imbalance in the number of men and women.  

. Disproportion in the number Of men and women to Such  an extent '’ 

one man would have to mantin (not marrey) fifty women. 

Religious knowledge will disappear. 

. Religious knowledge will disappear since they righty guided Schlr of 

Islam are demonisd , marginalized'’ banned'’aor declared to be great 

security risk. 

Killing will be increased 

Children Will be killed 

Earth quek 

Earth queq is more etc.. 
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Ans. What is Hajj 

. It is one of largest piligrimages in the world , and is the fifth pillar of 

Islam , a religious duty that must do it at least once in the their lifetime 

by every able bodied Muslim who can afford to do so. The piligrimages 

occur from the 8th to the 12th of dhu-al-hajjah. The 12th and last month of 

the Islamic calendar, the Gregorian Data of the Hajj changes From years 

to years. Ihram is the name given to which Muslim live while on the 

piligrimages. 

 

 Benefits of Hajj 
. In Hajj there are many benefits for a Muslim both in this world and the 

Hereafter. 

. As for religious benefits , when Muslim perform the Hajj in the best 

way it is a way of showing obedience band love for Allah.  

. Hajj also purify the pilgrims from their sins. As for worldly benefits . 

. Hajj season is an annual gathering for Muslim from all over the world 

where they meet to consult each other and cooperate in all that is 

beneficial. 
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Ans. What is tawhid  

. Tawhid means “ onensee”, and “ uniqueness” 

. The concept of tawhid is that God is one and unique.and that there is 

only one God , Allah to be worshipped and obeyed.the technical 

meaning of tawhid is that. Allah is one in his attribute and he is the only 

one who is worthy to be worshipped and obeyed.tawhid has three kind 

..1. in being .2. in attribute.3. in worship. 



So tawhid means belief in Allah .. 

 

 

Prophthod in Islam. 
. Risala means prophthod. 

Risalt derived from the world rasal which means to send . In Islamic 

terms b, it means to convey the message of the God to his worshipper. 

The word pagamber Which is of Persian language has almost the same 

meaning . One who has a message .  

From the point of view of reilgious as well as Islamic terminalogy tbery 

is some different between prophet and a messenger. Nabee(prophet) Is a 

general words but the word rasool (messenger) is a term exclusively 

used for a few members of people. Every messenger is a prophet but 

every prophet Is not a messenger. A messenger Is descended with a new 

book . Often it is so happened that a rasool was considered the founder 

of a new religion later on by if followers . But this was not the case With 

prophet..so in Islam rasalt means prophthod.. 
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